**Backyard Camping**

*Lost Lake Square Dome Tent*
7’x7’x52”. Sleeps 3.
Item T101 $69

*La Paz Hammock*
Item T102 $25

*Hammock Tree Straps*
Set of 2.
Item T103 $19

*Black Canyon Sleeping Bag*
33” x 75”, comfort rating 35° F
Item 152371 $40

*Sloth Sleeping Bag*
73” x 25”, lined & zippered
Item 033448 $99

*Unicorn Sleeping Bag*
73” x 25”, lined & zippered
Item 024258 $88

*Rainbow Stripe Multi Mat*
78”x60”. Folds to a tote bag.
Item T104 $24

*Log Pillow*
15”x6”
Item 054677 $21
**Backyard Camping**

- **More S’mores Card Game**
  Ages 6+
  Item 130557  $10

- **S’mores Checkers**
  Ages 8+
  Item 130595  $20

- **S’mores Mug with Lid**
  ceramic
  Item 234508  $15

- **S’Mores Water Bottle**
  Item 024051  $14

- **S’mores Cookbook**
  Hardcover, 144 pages
  Item 504336  $15

- **Huckleberry Kaleidoscope**
  Item 101203  $10

- **Huckleberry Pressed Flower Frame**
  Item 090033  $7

- **Huckleberry Dual Magnifier**
  Perfect for viewing small bugs, leaves and rocks up close with 5X and 10X magnification.
  Item 090224  $12

- **Naturalist’s Notebook**
  48 pgs., Mini-notebook
  5” x 3.5”
  Item 008071  $3
**Solar System String Lights**
Sleep under the planets, even on a cloudy night!
Item 960647  $22

**Pocket Telescope**
8X magnification
Item 061383  $8

**Telescope & Astronomy Kit**
up to 140X magnification
Item 011458  $169

**Pocket guide - Night Sky**
Item 052808  $7.95

**Ultimate Explorer Night Sky**
Hardcover, 144 pages
Item 325465  $12.99

**Lunar Telescope**
up to 90X magnification
Item 022630  $46

**Cloudspotting Notebook**
5” x 8”, 48 pages. Full of cloud info and pages to write your findings.
Item 002277  $3

**Passport to Mars**
48 pg notebook 3 3/8” x 4 7/8” with lots of Mars facts and room to write your astronaut dreams.
Item 022213  $3

**Junior Adventure Binoculars**
4 x 30 magnification
Item 222044  $10
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**Aluminum Cookset for 2 people**
7” Frypan, 6.5” Cookpot, 2 plates, 2 cups, detachable handle
Item T105 $15

**Cascadian Mess Kt**
comes with dunk bag available in red or blue
Item 084001 $16

**Cooking in a Can**
Campfire recipes for kids
Item 858148 $10

**Campfire Nightlight**
4” x 3.5” x 3.75”
Needs 3 AA batteries not included
Item 222451 $10

**Folding Cutlery Set**
Folding knife, fork & spoon
Item 222081 $10

**Cooking on a Stick**
Campfire recipes for kids
Item 057275 $10

**Girl’s Guide to the Wild**
271 pgs., about everything a girl needs to get outside in the wilderness.
Item 171719 $17.99

**Companion Knife**
Morakniv knife with hard plastic sheath. Not for young children.
Item 191215 $20

**Sleeping in a Sack**
Camping activities for kids
Item 058302 $10